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Paired Measures of Competence and Confidence Illuminate Impacts of Privilege on College Students

Abstract
We seek to understand how the experiences of groups that differ in gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation produce college-level educational performances that differ from the experiences of the dominant majority group. We employ two datasets: a National Database of 24,701 participants and a Paired-Measures Database with 3,323 participants. Both datasets provide demographic information, socioeconomic conditions of status as first-generation student, English as a first language, and interest in majoring in science, and competency scores on understanding science as a way of knowing obtained from the Science Literacy Concept Inventory. The Paired-Measures Database includes additional self-assessed competence ratings that enabled quantifying affective confidence. We meld the ways of knowing of ethics, numeracy, and social justice, especially the social justice concept of Othering, to interpret our data. Two of three competing hypotheses about self-assessment encourage Othering. Our data strongly support the third—that all groups are good at self-assessment and merit equal respect. Women and men are equally competent in science literacy. Women, on average, are more accurate in their self-assessments whereas men, on average, are overconfident. Those with minority sexual orientations register higher competence than the binary-sexual majority but are less confident of their competency. Minority ethnicities, on average, produce significantly lower science literacy scores. With one exception (Middle Eastern), groups produce mean self-assessed competence ratings that are remarkably accurate predictors of their mean competence scores. The three socioeconomic conditions exert significant and unequal impacts across ethnic groups, with Hispanic, Middle Eastern and Pacific Islander data providing some unique results.
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Introduction

In this paper, we try to understand how the experiences of a demographic group may produce a college-level educational performance that differs from the performances of the dominant majority group. The initial problem involves recognizing that substantial privileges afforded by membership in the dominant majority are real. Numeracy can uncover that reality, even when assumptions have hidden or obscured such privileges. The information we collected to help our understanding comes from measures of cognitive competence (knowledge) and associated self-assessed competence (people’s feelings of confidence about knowledge) that are aligned tightly with our cognitive measures. We share our database in Appendix A included in the supplemental material linked on this article’s metadata page.¹

Our goals for this study are three-fold and aligned with our data collection strategies. First, we aim to confirm our earlier work (Favazzo et al. 2014; Nuhfer et al. 2016a, 2016b, and 2017) that the relationship between people’s self-assessment and their actual competence is meaningful and that most people are adequate self-assessors. We use a competency measure as expressed by participants’ scores on a special kind of multiple-choice test called a concept inventory. The Science Literacy Concept Inventory (SLCI) measures the ability to comprehend science as a way of knowing through conceptual thinking. It addresses the level of general citizen literacy with the reading ability of a high school graduate and tests thinking without advantaging those who possess significant rote knowledge of facts from any science discipline.

We derive measures of metacognitive self-assessed competence from participants’ self-ratings expressed in a range from 0% to 100%. These self-ratings express affective self-perceived competence and are informed to varying degrees by awareness of actual competence and prior experiences from scores obtained through competency testing. In our recent work (Nuhfer 2015; Nuhfer et al. 2016a and 2017), we emphasized that a requisite for the validity of any such studies is that participants must clearly understand the challenges on which they are being asked to self-assess their competence. Both the measures of demonstrated competence and self-assessed competence must come from instruments that provide data of known reliability before one should attempt to interpret this paired data numerically. Our measures of self-assessed competence come from a Knowledge Survey of the SLCI (KSSLCI) and postdicted self-ratings of performance that participants express after having engaged with the

¹ https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/numeracy/vol12/iss2/art3/
entire Inventory. This paper is neither a science nor a STEM study, but instead, we use measurements of science literacy to furnish us direct measures of competence and metacognitive self-assessments of competence.

Our second goal is to employ numeracy’s framework of reasoning to assess the existence of patterns of similarity or significant difference between majority and minority groups. In this paper, we use ‘majority’ in the numerical sense to refer to a group that makes up greater than half of the participants of any population category and ‘minority’ to refer to groups within the category represented by lower numbers. In our database, Caucasian whites are the majority race/ethnicity. Concerning gender, those who identify as binary male or female constitute the majority. Regarding sexuality, heterosexual participants formed the majority. Minority groups, by their very nature of being the minority, are often marginalized from the privileges that the majority group may not perceive and often takes for granted. Participants self-identified their affiliations with groups defined by gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic factors.

Finally, we aim to inform our interpretation of numeric data with both ethical and social justice ways of knowing and to describe intersectionalities and complexities in our data by considering the influences of three socioeconomic factors, which can extend or limit privilege. These measures are (a) status as a first-generation student, (b) status of English as a first language, and (c) expressed interest in majoring in a science. We use the term ‘socioeconomic’ to describe these three measures following the meaning established by the American Psychological Association (2018) in describing socioeconomic status (SES) inclusively: it “…encompasses not just income but also educational attainment, financial security and subjective perceptions of social status and social class.” Socioeconomic is appropriate as an inclusive term that considers layers of privilege and disadvantage. Race/ethnicity is tightly tied to SES; in 2017, 8.7% of Whites lived below the poverty line whereas 18.3% of Hispanics and 21.2% of Blacks did so (U.S. Census Bureau 2017). Further, race/ethnicity is a determinant of the neighborhood of residence (Frazier et al. 2003). The place in which one lives affects access to education, employment, and services (Dreier et al. 2001). High SES is associated with higher achievement in language function tasks (Calvo and Bialystok 2014). Finally, Saw et al. (2018) show that low SES students are less likely to cultivate and retain an interest in science, technology, engineering, and math careers.

**Self-Assessment, Self-Efficacy, and Self-Regulation**

Although college graduation rates have increased for all students since the turn of the century (National Center for Education Statistics 2016), completion rates are
still very low, with just over half of students completing their degree within six years. This completion rate is even lower for marginalized minority students (Shapiro et al. 2017).

While there are many factors affecting college attrition and retention, one effort we can make is to teach student self-assessment. Integrating self-assessment exercises into classroom practices enhances student learning (Nicol 2009) while also improving student self-efficacy (Ross 2006; Keane and Griffin 2018). Self-efficacy, the strength of belief to develop one’s capacity to achieve through effort and instruction, is a necessary component in obtaining an education. Unless students have confidence in their abilities to master their chosen subjects, they are unlikely to be able to either make wise choices when goal-setting or exercise the resilience and persistence needed to meet the inevitable challenges faced while becoming educated (Bandura 1997). For those minority students who have been historically marginalized, these challenges are more difficult, so self-efficacy is especially crucial. Ballen et al. (2017) find self-efficacy enhances the positive effect of active learning practices for underrepresented minority students in STEM courses, and helps close their gap in course performance as measured by grades and a Knowledge Assessment Inventory (a knowledge survey with an expanded Likert scale).

Improving self-assessment accuracy is a necessary component for developing self-efficacy, which involves increasing trust in one's own ability to learn. In turn, self-efficacy is a quality required for developing self-regulation. Self-regulation is a structured strategy employed for meeting one's learning goals. According to Pintrich (2004), self-regulation involves planning and activation, monitoring, control, reaction, and reflection. In planning and activation, learners set goals, identify their motivations, and plan for time and effort. In monitoring, learners become more metacognitively aware of their cognition (i.e., levels of understanding), motivation (i.e., extrinsic vs. intrinsic), and behavior (i.e., effort and use of time). In the control stage, learners select and adjust cognitive and behavioral strategies for learning and for managing their motivation. In reaction and reflection, learners make judgments and attributions about how they did and why. Engaging in these practices leads to improved learning and higher-order thinking.

Regarding self-assessment and self-regulation, McMillan and Hearn (2008, 40) state that “student self-assessment stands alone in its promise of improved student motivation and engagement, and learning. Correctly implemented, student self-assessment can promote intrinsic motivation, internally controlled effort, a mastery goal orientation, and more meaningful learning.” Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2006) note that students already engage in assessing their academic work but do so less skillfully than they might if they had received instruction in strategies that inform their self-assessment efforts.
Blanch-Hartigan (2011) reports that understanding self-assessment and its improvement involves knowing the causes of student overestimation and underestimation. Teachers need to examine what is affecting self-assessment accuracy, i.e., “how students are being inaccurate and who is inaccurate” (p. 8, emphasis in the original). Accordingly, the alignment of self-assessment questions with the queries used for measures of performance is essential.

When instructors provide instruction to develop metacognitive monitoring (self-assessment of progress and achievement), metacognitive knowledge (understanding how learning works and how to improve it), and metacognitive control (changing efforts or strategies when needed), they help students to meet their aspirations of becoming educated (Dunlosky and Metcalfe 2009). Helping students who have been marginalized to gain awareness of motivation through cultivating self-assessment skills may help them identify their areas of greatest interest.

Teaching self-assessment is necessary to facilitate student self-efficacy and thus student retention. However, researchers have questioned the value of student self-assessment measures; the hypothesis that students who are least capable are those who are worst at self-assessment has dominated the literature (Mabe and West 1982; Falchikov and Boud 1989; Kruger and Dunning 1999; Dunning et al. 2003; Dunning 2011; Ehringer et al. 2008; Bell and Volckmann 2011; Dunning 2013, Ehrlinger and Shain 2014; Webb and Karatjas 2018; Anson 2018). This belief has slowed efforts to teach student self-assessment and promote student metacognition.

**Ways of Knowing**

In order to achieve our goals, we have blended three ways of knowing: numerical, ethical, and social justice. We have further used measures of understanding science as a way of knowing and measures of metacognitive self-assessed competence of such knowing as keys to discovering differential effects on the education of marginalized minority groups. We regard understanding and addressing these effects as a *wicked problem* (Kolko 2012), and thus we assemble a multidisciplinary cohort of authors with diverse ways of knowing to engage with it.

A *way of knowing* is an epistemology that develops over historical time through the collective contributions of successive generations of experts. Aspiring learners must realize that ways of knowing begin in response to a need and persist through historical time because they provide value. Learners can develop an understanding of diverse ways of knowing the world, themselves, and others by directly engaging with these ways cognitively, metacognitively, and affectively. Ways of knowing are deeply rooted and inextricably tied to identity. Cultural and
indigenous ways of knowing are the platform on which individuals build their worldviews in relational ways (Bang et al. 2007; Romm 2017). Women’s ways of knowing develop in response to their experience within gendered learning environments where their positionality may prevent or affect their knowledge construction (Belenky et al. 1986; Hayes et al. 2000). We acknowledge these particular ways of knowing here because they exemplify the interplay between epistemology and self-assessment. Ways of knowing incorporate both competence and self-assessed competence. Flannery (2000, 78) puts this well when considering women’s ways of knowing: “…identity and self-esteem are intertwined with learning, unlearning and relearning who we are and how we value ourselves.”

Science is a metadisciplinary way of knowing that explains the physical world through testable knowledge. Other metadisciplinary ways of knowing valued in Western scholarship are the ways of the social sciences, arts, mathematics, humanities, and technology. We authors have all experienced students who majored in one area and then commonly ceased to seek the value of other ways of knowing, often wrongly presuming that the others have lesser value. When these students must make the greater leap to understand the value in a cultural way of knowing that is neither part of their education nor their life experience, many struggle. A teacher’s presuming lesser or no value for an unfamiliar way of knowing curtails first the teacher’s effort, engagement, and persistence that are needed for the teacher’s understanding. Thereafter, this presumption communicates the teacher’s misunderstandings back onto affected individuals or groups of students and curtails their learning. If the misunderstanding borne from presumption becomes culturally widespread through a majority group, the result inflicts epistemicide on ways of knowing unique to minority groups and removes them from the culture.

**Ethics and Numeracy as Ways of Knowing.** The incentive for this paper begins with two ethical concepts of autonomy and beneficence. Every participant in our study has already exercised the concept of autonomy by actively seeking the benefits of gaining an education from a college or university. Our study seeks to enact beneficence by learning how to aid participants to succeed in meeting their aspirations.

We employ *numeracy* as a way of knowing produced by reasoning through the language of mathematics. Numeracy's way of knowing is particularly suited for detecting symptoms that may be detrimental to meeting educational aspirations. Like the ways of knowing of science (Nuhfer et al. 2016b) and ethics (Anderson and Handelsman 2010), numeracy's way of knowing employs recognized concepts. Gaze et al. (2014) list the foundational concepts of numeracy as number sense, reading and interpreting graphs, basic probability and statistics, and reasoning. Numeracy serves us for identifying the quantitative
variations of measured cognitive competence and self-assessed competence between groups and within groups. Our study compiled a large dataset consisting of direct measures of these paired variables across categorical groups with known socioeconomic conditions. Such data offer unique opportunities to discover where socioeconomic conditions influence competence and self-assessed competence. When a socioeconomic condition significantly lowers either, we will refer to the measured quantity of lowering as a penalty that arises merely from the consequence of being in a group category exposed to a detrimental socioeconomic condition.

The way of knowing of ethics employs the ethical principles listed in Anderson and Handelsman (2010): justice (strive to treat every person fairly), beneficence (do good), nonmaleficence (do no harm), and autonomy (respecting the value of each individual and preserving their power to make life choices). An adequate ethical assessment is only achievable through simultaneous consideration of all four principles. We employ ethics to help us to describe how particular groups are affected. The ethical principles of justice and autonomy bear obvious relationships to numeracy. Justice is invariably described through variants of “equals should be treated equally and unequals unequally.” However, the terms equal and average are fraught with danger when a language of description becomes taken as a language to justify particular actions to reduce inequality by enforcing compliance toward presumably desirable norms of an “average person” (Warner 1999; Rose 2016; Oughton 2018). Autonomy offers a balancing principle by articulating that an individual or a small minority group of individuals retains rights over self and rights of choice for self-determination. Mere status of existence as the majority group confers no rights to act on a person or a minority group by suppressing diversity, violating autonomy, or exercising maleficence.

When numeracy detects a difference that designates specific individuals or groups as less successful cognitively or less confident in meeting their aspirations, ethics directs us to understand whether forces or circumstances that we can control may be aiding their success (enacting beneficence) or disadvantaging individuals or collective groups (violating nonmaleficence) in meeting their aspirations.

The numerical difference that we employ in this paper to define two groups as different (or unequal) is the difference between their two means. A statistically significant difference in the language of numeracy expresses how large the difference between the means of two groups must be before we can reject the hypothesis that the relationship between two groups is primarily one of equality (sameness) rather than primarily one of inequality (difference).
Both ethics and numeracy recognize differences between groups and ranges of differences (variances) within groups. Ethics recognizes that each group consists of unique and autonomous individuals. The quality that designates an individual as a member of a defined group expresses only a minor part of the complexity that characterizes individuals. While numeracy employs a measure to detect individuals’ groups as significantly different from one another, ethics employs considerations of beneficence and nonmaleficence to describe whether the difference reveals something harmful or beneficial to a group or individuals within a group. Destructive actions and discourse are not the products of using numerical or ethical reasoning frameworks but rather are the products of their inappropriate use.

**Social Justice as a Way of Knowing.** Social justice offers a third way of knowing that is informed by many different traditions and can be defined, practiced, and theorized in many different ways but that has value for taking decisive action. Bell (2016) describes social justice as the process that promotes the goal of inclusive affirmation of human agency through the democratic, respectful, and collaborative work of diverse others. They describe a socially just world as “a world in which the distribution of resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable, and all members are physically and psychologically safe and secure, recognized and treated with respect.” Fook and Goodwin (2018) trace the historical pluralizing of the meaning of social justice, noting the addition of a second dimension in the late twentieth century. That is, to the original ethical focus on the unfair distribution of material goods, social justice added a focus on the recognition of how institutions privilege some groups and oppress others. From these latter traditions was born a recognition of power systems that sustain the oppression of the marginalized and affirm privilege.

Social justice is sometimes misunderstood as merely reactive or political rather than as a valid framework of reasoning and way of knowing (Guest et al. 2009). Guest et al. provide a list of traits that embody unifying concepts that are easily understood and particularly applicable to academic environments. These concepts include equality of rights and opportunities, provision for basic needs, and treatment with respect and safety—including safety from discrimination. The last two concepts are pertinent to a particular concept of social justice that we find especially relevant to this paper: ‘Othering.’ Othering describes a process of marking others as inferior so as to establish dominance (Chow 1989; Weis 1995; Donovan 2000; Fisher 2015; Merriam-Webster 2018), the process of marginalizing (James 1998), or the absence of functional empathy (Canales 2000). Othering is key to the discursive development of the subservient (Weis, 1995).

For centuries, writers such as Jefferson and Banneker (1791) and Nieto (1998) have called attention to the social tendency to stereotype racial/ethnic
minorities as having lesser intelligence. Likewise, Kosciw et al. (2004) explain how LGBTQ+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, with + denoting other genders, sexualities, and sexes and with + indicating our awareness that no acronym can be adequately inclusive of all identities [Scheller-Boltz n.d.]) also have been marginalized and associated with terms that denote lesser intelligence.

Donovan (2000) calls attention to the way in which society associates women with the affective domain, the emotional, and the irrational. Society associates marginalized groups with particular traits, and affective traits themselves, like the people with whom these traits are associated, are Othered. For example, “being emotional” is seen as less valuable than “being rational.” Damasio (1999) relates how the emotional-affective domain itself was devalued in educational discourse and relegated to lesser animalistic qualities. Thus, student self-assessment, which provides a path to the development of metacognitive capacity by understanding the affective self, has been historically Othered.

Othering produces effects that numeracy detects as measures of difference expressed in lowered performance and lowered confidence. Ethics could be employed to describe these differences as mostly maleficient through the evidence that the effects are detrimental to particular individuals or groups. We can use social justice to illuminate the cause of detriment by noting how the privilege of membership in a majority group can, even without malicious intent, trigger Othering that harms the success of minority demographic groups.

**Intersectionality**

All individuals and groups construct an identity that includes many demographic descriptors in response to a network of inextricably linked systems of power (Mitchell 2014). *Intersectionality* describes these crossroads and acknowledges that many categorizations impact each person and group: race/ethnicity, sexuality, gender identity, ability, and others such as socioeconomic status. We cannot reduce individual identity or group identity construction to a single descriptor, and we must understand privilege and oppression as deriving from plural causes.

Othering is particularly attractive as a model for working within the complexity of intersectionality because it describes actions, situations, and behavior without singling out specific groups or using accusative descriptors that trigger detrimental reactions, such as defensiveness and disrespect. All of us internalize socially constructed Othering. Our disrespecting others or experiencing disrespect from others short-circuits our ability to remain aware that alternative, unfamiliar ways of knowing offer something of value. Othering is perhaps the arch-nemesis of drawing on the collaborative brain-power required to address the challenges of a wicked problem.
Methods

Measuring Demonstrated and Self-Assessed Competence

Demonstrated Competence Measures. We measure demonstrated competence using the Science Literacy Concept Inventory (SLCI—Nuhfer et al. 2016b). The SLCI consists of twenty-five items that map to twelve concepts assessing participants’ comprehension of science as a way of knowing at the level of college undergraduates. The SLCI collects the following demographic data: binary gender identification, race/ethnicity, numbers of college science courses completed, academic rank (first-year college student through professor), and three measures of socioeconomic conditions: (1) status as a first-generation student, (2) an interest or lack of interest in majoring in a science, and (3) having as a first language the language of the measuring instrument (English). The SLCI National Database that we employed contains data from 24,701 participants.

Self-Assessed Competence Measures. We use a separate Paired-Measures Database consisting of 3,323 participants. It contains the SLCI data, but also adds, from each participant, one or more ratings of self-assessed competence. A knowledge survey of the SLCI (the KSSLCI) provides a self-assessment rating calculated from each participant’s rating of her or his ability to respond to each of the SLCI’s 25 items according to:

A. I can fully address this item now for graded test purposes.
B. I have partial knowledge that permits me to address at least 50% of this item.
C. I am not yet able to address this item adequately for graded test purposes.

We refer to the collective KSSLCI rating as a granular self-assessment because it derives from an item-by-item, detailed self-assessment. The Paired-Measures database contains 1,825 granular self-assessments made from the KSSLCI ratings.

We also employ single questions that ask for predicted score estimates made from just a description of the SLCI before seeing the instrument (N = 2,465) and postdicted global estimates (N = 3,323) recorded after taking either the KSSLCI (N = 1,824), the SLCI (N = 2,810), or both. We refer to self-assessments made from single questions as global self-assessments. The global postdicted self-assessments of performance completed after taking either the KSSLCI or the SLCI itself correlated with the SLCI scores to degrees comparable to the scores computed from the granular ratings derived from the KSSLCI. Correlations between self-assessed competence and actual competence were positive and significant, between r = 0.5 and 0.6 for participant-by-participant paired measures.
and greater than $r = 0.7$ for the twenty-five item-by-item paired measures. (See Appendix B included in the supplemental material linked on this article’s metadata page, Fig. B-1.)

The Master’s thesis of Nicholas-Moon (2018) made a unique contribution to this Paired-Measures Database by adding paired measures from over 850 participants and by extending collection of demographic data into groups defined by self-identified sexuality and non-binary gender. In two separate questions, respondents were asked to 1) choose: heterosexual, gay/lesbian (homosexual), queer, bisexual, or other and 2) choose: female, gender queer, intersex, male, transgender, female to male transgender, male to female transgender, or other. However, so few respondents identified as gender queer, intersex, or transgender that we are unable to present any analyses.

The construction of the paired instruments, the conditions under which they collect data, and the psychometrics of both are already detailed in Nuhfer et al. (2016a; 2016b; 2017). We do not repeat that detail here. Our current Version 7 of the SLCI contains the 25 multiple-choice items plus two global self-assessment queries. Thus, it now collects paired measures of demonstrated and self-assessed competence in one instrument.

To describe self-assessment skill of individuals, we use the terminology following the taxonomy of Nuhfer et al. (2017). Good self-assessment accuracy is a self-assessed competency that lies within ±10 percentage points (ppts) of demonstrated competency. Adequate self-assessment accuracy is over ±10 ppts but less than or equal to ±15 ppts. Marginal self-assessment accuracy is over ±15 but less than or equal to ±20 ppts. Inadequate self-assessment is inaccuracy greater than ±20 ppts inaccuracy but less than or equal to ±30 ppts, and extreme self-assessment inaccuracy defines misestimates as greater than ±30 ppts.

Nuhfer et al. (2016a) noted the difficulty of using language to describe the precise nature of what is being reported through the numerical expression of self-assessed competence. There is no doubt that an individual's self-assessed rating of competence is a felt affective response, but this affective feeling is one largely informed by the cognitive knowledge and experience related to the specific content relative to the challenge being assessed. However, when we aggregate groups of people with backgrounds of different privilege, the collective rating expressed in the group’s mean self-assessment rating may offer a stronger reflection of a general state of confidence to address the challenge that has been formed by that group's experiences of past success as influenced by its history of socioeconomic privilege. In everyday informal use, it is tempting to describe self-assessed competence with the term 'confidence.' However, we try to restrict the

---

2 [https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/numeracy/vol12/iss2/art3/](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/numeracy/vol12/iss2/art3/)
use of ‘confidence’ to when we are describing the mean self-assessment ratings of groups. The distinction between ‘confidence’ and self-assessed competence is one of focus. We see ‘confidence’ as the intensity of belief of general feelings of competence, but self-assessed competence as the strength of belief to address a specific challenge with present capacities.

**Data Analysis.** We archived our data in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and analyzed the data using Statistical Analysis System Institute’s JMP software for all data processing (reliability, correlations, ANOVA, Item Analyses according to Item Response Theory, and modeling). We used Adobe Illustrator to improve the quality of graphs rendered by JMP.

Our analyses in this study involve a balance of lumping and splitting of groups of interest. We begin with an initial lumping of participants into two parts comprised of an ethnic *majority* white Caucasian group and a composite ethnic *minority* group consisting of all who self-identified as other than white Caucasians and those who self-identified as other. This creates just two groups for an initial examination. Although ‘other’ creates a nebulous category, selecting it indicates a clear preference not to identify as a member of the majority.

In examining self-identifications of sexual orientation, we considered both LGBQ and ‘other’ as minority groups, but we decided against lumping the small populations of respondents with ‘other’ when we examined this specific data. Although ‘other’ is a clear expression of self-identification as outside the majority binary sexuality group, it reflects with equal clarity a choice to not self-identify with the alternative categories offered. It is possible that some individuals responding as ‘other’ would have marked a ‘questioning’ category if it had been provided. Snyder et al. (2018) confirm that respondents in this category may show a different trend than gay and bisexual identifying students.

Splitting involves subdividing the two major classifications and studying the groups of interest that lie within these. The limits to which we can carry splitting occur when a particular group of interest does not have enough data to reach interpretations that are likely going to prove reproducible in future studies. We deduce that a group may be “too small” by two tests.

1. The data is insufficient to achieve reliability comparable to the reliability that we know is achievable from the large datasets collected by these particular instruments (from Nuhfer et al. 2016a; 2016b).
2. The SLCI item-by-item order of difficulty collected from any group in our study of 3,323 paired measures seems inconsistent with the item-by-item order of difficulty established from Item Response Theory analysis of the SLCI (see Appendix B) of the National Database (24,701 participants).

**Item Response Theory Analysis.** Item response theory (IRT) allows for measuring latent traits, such as ability, based on participants’ performance on a
test. In Appendix B, we use IRT to display the registered differences in response to each of the 25 items by the demographic populations of interest.

Instead of a raw test score, IRT reports its equivalent rating as an *ability formula score* for each participant that commonly ranges from -3 to 3 instead of the traditional 0% to 100%. The lowest negative value expresses the lowest measured ability. The ability formula score depends not simply on an individual’s getting an answer right or wrong but examines the entire populace that took the test and determines the individual’s score both from counting the number of items answered correctly and also from weighting each item according to its proven difficulty and how well it contributes to discriminating high-scoring from low-scoring participants.

Nuhfer et al. (2016b) utilized IRT to validate the SLCI, but they published their paper by describing the results in terms of scores as percentages, percentage points, and classical reliability measures. The classical test analyses better meet the readership of educators who evaluate their classes in terms of percentage scores on tests rather than in terms of IRT criteria. However, Item Response Theory is a more robust way of evaluating a test and its items. Therefore, in this paper, we include in Appendix B a summary report of the SLCI. There we compare the demographic groups’ relationships on an item-by-item basis, expressed as IRT parameters.

We ordered the tables in supplemental Appendix C in parallel with the presentations of figures in the main paper. These materials are supplemental and are not required for understanding the main paper. However, readers seeking more detail of our findings will find it there. In this paper, we have named the particular tables in Appendix C that correspond to sections of the text to make finding the corresponding table less onerous.

**Results**

In reporting these results, we have two purposes. One is to report our results on the study of demographic groups, the primary subject of this paper. The other is to confirm that our earlier work (Nuhfer et al. 2016a; 2016b; and 2017) remains replicable given newer, larger databases of (1) SLCI competency measures with 24,701 participants and (2) a subset of these scores (N = 3,323 participants) with paired data of SLCI competency scores and self-assessed competency ratings.

Our first step is to examine how representative our Paired-Measured Database is of the larger National Database. Our smaller database of paired measures draws from a somewhat different geographic region than the National Database, with the former having a significantly greater representation from
Wyoming institutions of higher education. A comparison of our two databases (Appendix C, Table C-1 in columns 8 and 9) reveals that the most striking differences is that our Paired-Measures Database has relatively fewer minorities (notably, fewer Hispanics), first-generation students, and students with English as a learned language, but a higher percentage of students interested in majoring in science.

The mean SLCI scores for the Paired-Measures Database are 2.8 ppts higher than the National Database. As we shall see, this difference is explainable by the different representations of demographic groups in the compositions of both database populaces. Although the two databases have some significant differences in demographic makeup, the two give similar overall results on the SLCI with a correlation of mean scores across equivalent categories (Table C-1, Appendix C, columns 4 and 7) of $r = 0.92$. The mean scores on each of the 25 SLCI items are very similar when rendered from the separate populaces of both databases, with a correlation of $r = 0.995$.

**Demographic Results: Ethnic Majority versus Minority**

White Caucasians constitute a majority ethnic group in our studied populace. *Majority* and *minority* are expressions with distinct quantitative meanings. Numeracy can clearly designate apparent privileges that accord with ‘majority privilege,’ but it seems unsuited to evaluating these designations as ‘White privilege.’ Therefore, we reference such privilege as ‘majority privilege’ wherever our evidence best supports that term.

Initially examining our study population for any statistically significant differences between these two broad majority and minority groups offers the statistical advantage of analyzing demographic groups with the largest number of participants. Thus, we begin by examining whether we can detect specific differences between the group consisting of majority white Caucasians and an aggregate minority group that consists of all those who self-identified their ethnicities by expressing non-affiliation with the Caucasian majority (African-American, Asian, Hispanic, Middle Eastern, Native American, Pacific Islander, and other). If we can do so, we can then attempt to drill down into both groups to try to discover what is occurring within the smaller groups that comprise these two.

Being members of the minority group incurs a highly significant penalty in competency (SLCI) scores that, on average, consists of 6.8 ppts for race/ethnicity minorities in our National Database. (See Fig. 1 and Table C-1, Appendix C).

---
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Figure 1. Categorical plot of racial/ethnic majority and minority scores on the Science Literacy Concept Inventory from the National Database. On this and all similar categorical graphs presented in this paper, the position of the mean for each group lies within the vertical center of the green diamonds. That the mean values lie within the diamonds is at greater than 99.9% confidence. The diameters of the small circles shown in the box on the right side of such graphs are the heights of the corresponding diamonds. Vertical distances separating the circles reveal the statistical degree of significant difference between the means of the groups graphed. The differences shown here are highly significant at $P < 0.001$.

Our smaller Paired-Measures Database also confirms a parallel competency penalty (Fig. 2) for those in the racial/ethnicity minority group, which although larger (8.5 ppts) is consistent with minority status reflecting significantly lower mean competence scores. However, Figure 2 allows something unique to this study; it allows us to examine whether these differences in cognitive competence are related to significant differences in affective feelings of confidence as expressed by ratings of self-assessed competence.

Panel 2-A in Figure 2 shows that the lower competency scores recorded by the minority group in Figure 1 mirror the lower confidence ratings produced by the group. Further, both groups’ averages of their self-assessed competence are very close to their average demonstrated competence.

Panel 2-B taken from the paired measures of the SLCI scores and the granular self-assessments produced by the knowledge survey (KSSLCI) reveals just how strongly the collective self-assessments of groups correlate with their actual demonstrations of competence. The group self-assessments reveal a collective felt difficulty about each of the twenty-five items that closely parallels the difficulty confirmed by the relative scores both groups separately achieved on
each item. Both minority and majority groups achieve high correlations between self-assessed competence and demonstrated competence.

The minority group scores lower on every one of the 25 Inventory items and consistently expresses lower confidence than the majority group on every item. The aggregate felt differences in item-by-item difficulty are consistent between the two groups, with a correlation of $r = 0.92$ (not shown in a figure) for the KSSLCI self-assessments by the majority and minority groups.

The two panels in Figure 2 are consistent with the results of Nuhfer et al. (2016a; 2017) and are devastating to claims that people’s self-assessments are meaningless random noise, that students cannot self-assess, and that knowledge surveys cannot be recommended as instruments to assess achieved competence. Instead, aligned paired measures of self-assessed competence and demonstrable competence could be the most important of all measures to take. They reveal that groups with reduced ability to demonstrate competence actually do feel less competent than groups that register higher competence, although individuals within any group are probably largely unaware of this.

As we proceed next to examine these groups in further detail, it is good to consider that we have already documented that lack of privilege could affect both performance and affective feelings of confidence to perform. Affect and cognition seem inseparably involved in learning.

**Demographic Results: Effects from Socioeconomic Conditions**

We have confirmed above that minority ethnicities, as a collective, score lower and are less confident as a whole about their understanding of science as a way of knowing than the Caucasian majority. Next, we examine whether our data can provide any factors that numeracy’s way of knowing could designate as possible causes for the observed difference.

Nuhfer et al. (2016b) show that the three socioeconomic conditions of (1) status as a first-generation student, (2) having no expressed interest in majoring in science, and (3) having English as a learned language all produce significantly lowered mean competency scores as registered by the SLCI. We find that the effects of lowered competency scores associated with these three socioeconomic factors are replicated again here in this paper from our National SLCI Database and our Paired-Measures Database (Table C-1, Appendix C).

In this paper, we drill deeper to study whether these factors could inequitably affect the collective self-assessed competence (a measure of confidence) of demographic groups. The factors, on average, influence self-assessed ratings between the demographic groups at high levels of significance ($P < 0.001$, Table C-2, Appendix C) and to almost precisely the same degree as they influenced the measures of demonstrated competence. In fact, the mean self-assessed ratings for
Figure 2. Comparisons of mean self-assessed competence as group confidence ratings and competence demonstrated by test scores by race/ethnicity majority vs. minority status. Data comes from the smaller Paired-Measures Database. Panel 2-A plots the data categorically and employs the self-assessed ratings from the postdicted global items and the demonstrated competence measure from the SLCI scores. The majority group, on average, was more accurate in its self-assessment, whereas the minority group was significantly less confident, and slightly overestimated its actual scores. Panel 2-B displays a scatter plot of item-by-item mean confidence vs. competence measures. The self-assessed confidence ratings come from the Knowledge Survey of the Science Literacy Concept Inventory (KSSLCI). Each dot, color-coded as the majority (red) and minority (blue) groups, represents the respective group's aggregate confidence ratings (KSSLCI) plotted against the group's aggregate scores (SLCI) on each of the 25 items addressed in common by both instruments. The confidence ratings and competence scores were higher for the majority group on every item (data columns right side of Panel 2-B). The trends in response to both instruments were similar for both groups with an item-by-item correlation of $r = 0.92$ for the KSSLCI ratings and $r = 0.97$ on the SLCI scores between the majority and minority groups. Subsequent figures in this paper reveal how applying confidence–competence measures with reliable instruments provides valuable information through which to assess and understand learning.
all six groups were only about 1 ppt different from their actual mean competency scores (Table C-2, Appendix C, Column 5). The results in that Table C-2 further confirm the observations by Nuhfer et al. (2016a, Fig. 10) that, given reliable data derived from well-aligned, paired instruments, the collective self-assessment by a group of people of their competence provides a remarkably accurate estimate of a measure of the group’s average competence.

**Demographic Results: Effects of Binary Gender**

We employ tests of statistical significance of difference between means of different categories of populations. Unless otherwise noted within the text or tables (see Appendix C for details), we use $P < 0.001$ to define a "significant difference." In Nuhfer et al. (2016b), we explain why we employ this high bar of $P < 0.001$ or 99.9% confidence to try to ensure that the findings we report should continue to prove reproducible. We are fortunate to be able to employ a high standard because our studied populace yielded a very large database, and our instruments with which we measure documented competence and self-assessed competence are aligned and have good reliability (Nuhfer et al. 2016a). However, this does not mean that an investigator will not find important significant differences on a small population such as a sample taken from a few classes on a single campus. Demographics differ between institutions, and they do produce data that shows significant differences. However, comparisons of different campuses are not our focus in this paper, but are the focus of our paper in preparation.

The binary categories of male (men) and female (women) across the entire study populace offer as broad an overview as that offered by the categories of majority and minority race/ethnicity. The differences in mean SLCI scores between those who self-reported their gender identity as male as opposed to female on both the National and Paired databases is not statistically significant at $P <0.001$. Likewise, we rarely found statistical difference in the responses between men and women in many subgroups of the population such as those who were first-generation students or those who were not; those who expressed an interest in majoring in science and those who did not, and those for whom English is a first language. However, among those for whom English is not a first language, women and men were significantly different, with women outscoring men within this socioeconomic category on average by about 2.8 ppts on the National Database (Table C-3, Appendix C). We attribute failure to detect this difference in the Paired Measures Database to the small number of participants whose first language is not English in the smaller database.

Nuhfer et al. (2017) paired SLCI scores and self-assessment ratings from the KSSLCI for 371 men and 664 women and observed that women were more accurate in self-assessment than men. In this paper, we paired the SLCI scores
and postdicted global self-assessment ratings of 2,101 women and 1,204 men. Our results replicate the reported observation. While the 1.4 ppts difference between men’s and women’s SLCI scores proved not to be a significant difference, the difference between women’s and men’s self-assessed scores of their performance on the SLCI was highly significant. The self-assessed average estimated by women was only 0.8 ppts below their actual mean score of 71.2%, whereas men overestimated their mean score of 72.6% by an average of 2.8 ppts (Fig. 3).
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**Figure 3.** Categorical plot showing women’s and men's demonstrated and self-assessed competence (confidence). Demonstrated competence measures come from SLCI scores (green) and self-assessed competence measures come from global postdicted self-assessed competency ratings (red). All data is from the Paired-Measures Database. Colored horizontal lines reveal the grand means for each measure. While there is no highly significant difference between women's and men's competency scores, the mean self-assessment score differences are highly significant at $P < 0.001$. Collectively, women assess their competence with minimal error, whereas men significantly overestimate their competence.

**Demographic Results: Influence of Ethnic Affiliation**

Next, we drill deeper into the data to learn whether there are variations by ethnicities that we cannot see when all are lumped together within the broad categories examined above. We have two databases: our smaller Paired Measures Database, and our National Database that contains only SLCI scores and no self-assessment measures. Some ethnicities are represented by very small numbers in our Paired Measures Database. We would like to use our Paired Measures Database as much as possible because it contains the additional information of participants’ self-assessed competence. However, we need to learn how representative that smaller dataset seems to be of the National Database. We first do so by comparing the measured competencies by SLCI scores of the ethnicities across both databases (Fig. 4).
The means are lower in the National Database than in the Paired-Measures Database across nearly all ethnicities, and we know the exact positions of the true mean values less precisely and with less confidence in the Paired-Measures Database for each ethnicity than we do in the National Database. Yet, the relative variations between ethnic categories prove remarkably consistent, even for ethnicities like Pacific Islander and Native Americans with tiny representations in the Paired-Measures Database. The correlation of the mean scores across respective ethnicities from both databases is \( r = 0.89 \). In short, the smaller Paired-Measures Database, which is one-seventh the size of the National Database, offers a good representation of the national data.

We can next learn how closely the means of self-assessment competency track with the measures of actual competency from our paired measures (Fig. 5). Except for Pacific Islanders, mean self-assessed competencies are lower than those of the Caucasian majority. All minority ethnic groups that comprise the collective minority group (depicted in Fig. 2) generate lower mean SLCI scores...
than Caucasians, and their corresponding collective self-assessments indicate that they have some collective awareness of their disadvantage. Only one ethnic group (Middle Eastern) significantly overestimated its mean competency scores.
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**Figure 5.** Categorical plot of competence and confidence by ethnicity. Data comes from the Paired-Measures Database with demonstrated competence measured from SLCI scores (green) and self-assessed competence (confidence) measures coming from postdicted self-assessment ratings (red). Numbers of participants within each category appear with labels along the ordinate. The means of each category are known to be within the red and green diamonds at a confidence of 99.9%.

Figures 4 and 5 confirm that ethnic minority groups score differently from the Caucasian majority and from one another. Different minority groups are not uniformly affected by influences that cause reduced test scores and confidence. Different factors may be at work in affecting different minority groups, or a few factors may be impacting all the minority groups but not by equal degrees.

Recall that, overall, the binary genders revealed no significant competence difference but significantly different self-assessment abilities. We now examine whether these gender trends behave the same within or across ethnicities. We can use the larger National Database to examine competence, as measured by the SLCI, to compare the genders across ethnicities (Fig. 6).
Figure 6. Categorical plot of binary genders’ SLCI competency scores by ethnic category. Women (green) and men (violet) within the same ethnic group have similar mean competence scores, except for the Middle Eastern ethnic group, which shows significant binary gender differences in mean SLCI scores at the $P < 0.001$ level.

We see that women in the ethnicities African American and Asian outscore men, whereas in the Caucasian majority men very slightly outscore women. However, the only group in which these gender score differences are significant ($P < 0.001$) is the Middle Eastern ethnicity where women vastly outscored men.

Next, we can add self-assessment data as we examine whether the three socioeconomic conditions that we collected can help us to understand the differences that we see within our demographic groups. Self-assessment data consists of a valid self-assessment signal and random noise, and for this reason, paired measures of competence-confidence like these require critical masses of data to tease out an interpretable self-assessment signal from the noise (Nuhfer et al. 2016a). The amount of data these researchers recommend is 400 paired measures because that amount clearly depicts pure random noise on a Kruger-Dunning type graph when the worst case occurs—that the data consists of nothing but noise. It is essential to know what pure random noise looks like on all graphical conventions used in the peer-reviewed literature of self-assessment so as not to interpret the patterns of noise as the products of human behavior. Some
researchers have done so. At least three of the four case studies presented in the 1999 seminal paper on self-assessment (Kruger and Dunning, 1999) portray noise rather than human self-assessment data, and all four cases are done on small paired-measures databases not nearly approaching the 400 participants recommended (Nuhfer et al. 2016a; 2017).

When a self-assessment signal exists in the data, one may get some information worth interpreting from less data than 400 paired measures. Small data sets can be checked for any interpretive value by (a) determining whether the data in the set collected from both instruments have reliability of $R > 0.7$, and (b) determining whether the item difficulty for the 25 items calculated by Item Response Theory for the participants representing the members of the group of interest correlates well ($r > 0.7$) with the item difficulty known from the psychometrics of the instrument. We proceed next by compiling the SLCI competence score results from our National Database (Table C-4, Appendix C).

Readers engaging with the supplementary materials of the Appendices should use caution by recognizing that large studies that look at both affective feelings of self-assessed competence and demonstrated competence are rare and break new ground. We have much yet to learn. However, the average score from a test is a very different concept from perceiving these averages as descriptors of people. We are averaging focused measures obtained by specific instruments. We are not averaging human heterogeneity, which would be nonsensical. Any misperceptions that we are averaging people leads to beliefs in “the average person” as an ideal. Rose (2016) details why this misperception is particularly dangerous.

As detailed by supplementary material in Table C-4 (Appendix C), ours is a very complex problem. Each ethnic group consists of heterogeneous individuals, many of whom are succeeding as top performers and others who are failing in their efforts to meet their aspirations, irrespective of whether they self-identified as members of a group that, on average, is collectively privileged or disadvantaged. We have greatly added to the complexity by considering three socioeconomic measures.

Some members of each ethnic group are affected by only one of the socioeconomic conditions, others by all three. Gender differences exist in language ability, but we do not know how or if these vary across ethnic groups. Just varying the percentages of men and women within a group could produce changes in the test scores obtained from these different populaces. A complete analysis, one which we do not attempt in this paper, would seek to quantify the synergistic effects of all three conditions across all of the individual participants in all the different ethnicities. The complex heterogeneity of people challenges this effort.

We turn now to our Paired-Measures Database to learn more about ethnicities through seeing the relationships between the socioeconomic conditions and
metacognitive self-assessment measures (Table C-5, Appendix C). For some ethnic groups (Pacific Islander, Native American, and, perhaps, Middle Eastern), our small numbers of participants are split into six subcategories that consist of so little data that it is unsafe to interpret.

To make interpretations about competency measures and penalties by ethnicity, we will use our larger National Database summarized in Table C-4 Appendix C. To investigate confidence-competence relationships by ethnicities, we will employ our paired measures of demonstrated competence from Table C-5 and self-assessed competence (confidence) from Table C-6 (detailed in Appendix C), which draw their data from the same participants.

Here, we summarize our results. Being a member of the Caucasian majority confers privilege that numeracy detects as statistically higher competency scores and generally higher confidence as determined by self-assessment ratings. Men were not distinguished as a group to be significantly advantaged (privileged); women and men displayed equal competence as manifest in the SLCI scores that measure the competence in understanding science’s way of knowing. The Middle Eastern ethnicity offers a striking exception through higher women’s scores. Women, in general across all ethnicities, revealed measurably more accurate self-assessment skill than men.

In order of overall importance, three socioeconomic conditions, each considered separately, produce statistically significant penalties on overall SLCI scores: English as a non-native language (7.5-ppt penalty), lack of committed interest to science (5.5-ppt penalty) and status as a first-generation student (4.6-ppt penalty). However, while considered separately to calculate their effect, the three do not act separately within society. These conditions can occur together with their synergistic effects differing from their acting alone and differing in having unequal effects across separate ethnic groups.

**Demographic Results – Sexual Orientation**

Above, we noted the criteria that we use to evaluate whether a small dataset of fewer than 400 participants can be meaningfully interpreted. The SLCI data for the LGBQ group (N = 49) yields a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of R = 0.87, and the item-by-item scores for this group correlate at r = 0.80 with the negative of the item difficulty values (–IRT Difficulty) computed from IRT analysis of the SLCI’s 25 items (Appendix B) in the Paired-Measures Database. These results indicate that the small amount of data representing the competencies for this group contains information that merits interpretation (Fig. 7) (Nicholas-Moon 2018).

The mean SLCI scores for the LGBQ students are significantly higher (12.5 ppts) than heterosexual-identifying students. However, students who identified as LGBQ notably underestimated their average score by 8 ppts. Students who self-
identify as heterosexual represent the significant majority, and they have more accurate self-assessments with a mean of only 0.3 ppts above their mean SLCI score. The few students (14 of 859) who identify as having a sexuality of ‘other’ represent a group too small to allow interpretation. However, this group of 14 produced a lower mean SLCI score and lower mean confidence rating than did the LGBQ group (Fig. 7).

![Figure 7. Categorical plot of broad sexual orientations. The figure displays the mean competence scores from the SLCI (green diamonds) and mean self-assessed competence ratings (red diamonds) from the postdicted self-assessment ratings. The diamonds contain the means at the 99.9% confidence level. The horizontal colored lines representing the grand means of the SLCI scores and the self-assessment ratings are congruent at 73.9%.](image)

Of the 49 LGBQ respondents, a large majority identified as Caucasian/White (84%), grew up speaking English as their first language (97.9%), or had one or more parents graduate from college (81.6%). Additionally, most are science majors, indicating interest in science (85.7%). Few of the 49 LGBQ students incur penalties from socioeconomic conditions (9 first-generation, 7 non-science majors, and 1 English-language learner).

### Linear Modeling Relationships

We verify that the three socioeconomic conditions exert statistically significant effects on the competency scores when examined across the entire study populace. Our present data reveal these conditions as inequitably distributed across demographic groups of interest. Past research (Nuhfer et al. 2016b) reveals...
all of the demographic groups as inequitably distributed across different educational institutions.

Linear modeling offers a way to view the data from the three socioeconomic conditions simultaneously and see their synergistic effects. We use the JMP software’s Fit Model Option to construct a simple model from groups rather than from individual participants. We draw on our National Database to tabulate the percentages of students affected by each socioeconomic condition in each ethnic category. To see whether the model might apply to a different, smaller subset of data, such as that which an institution might produce, we tested the model on our smaller Paired-Measures Database.

Our linear model:

\[ Y = 0.00798 + (0.13953) \times \text{First-generation Student? Yes} + (0.27003) \times \text{First-generation Student? No} + (0.31752) \times \text{Interest in Science major? Yes} + (0.24772) \times \text{Interest in Science major? No} - (0.01873) \times \text{English as first language? Yes} - (0.02666) \times \text{English as first language? No} \]

where \( Y \) represents SLCI score, provides a good approximation of the mean scores for each ethnic group and even for the scores of binary gender groups which were not included in creating the model (Table C-7, Appendix C). The closeness of the approximation of the model-derived mean scores to the actual mean scores confirms the importance of the influence of the three socioeconomic conditions on students’ performance that can arise from variations in social privilege.

Having the kinds of data available for one’s institution that we have for our research should enable an institution to estimate the degree to which the members of groups in the institution are incurring competency-measure penalties. For example, few institutions we studied seemed aware that those socioeconomic effects are not equitably distributed across the binary genders in their student populace.

**Discussion**

**Self-assessment and Its Role in Social Justice**

This paper connects the numeracy of self-assessment to social justice. We address three competing hypotheses used to explain the relationship between demonstrated and self-assessed competence (Nuhfer et al. 2016a; 2017):

1. The relationship is just random noise, and the two measures have no meaningful relationship to one another (Porter 2013).
(2) The relationship is meaningful, and studies show that people have a strong propensity toward overconfidence in their actual abilities. Those who are least competent exhibit the greatest overconfidence. (Mabe and West 1982; Falchikov and Boud 1989; Dunning and Kruger 1999; Dunning et al. 2003; Dunning 2011; Ehrlinger et al. 2008; Bell and Volckmann 2011; Ehrlinger and Shain 2014; Webb and Karatjas 2018).

(3) The relationship is meaningful and, overall, people’s self-assessed competence is in accord with the competence that they can demonstrate (Favazzo et al. 2014; Nuhfer et al. 2016a and 2017; Keane and Griffin 2018).

The three hypotheses promote very different respective philosophical ideas about self, others, and metacognition:

(1) Humans cannot self-assess. Therefore, students’ metacognitive self-assessments of their capabilities have no value.
(2) Some with expertise can self-assess with accuracy because they are aware of their capabilities, but most people have overly inflated views of their knowledge and skills. Thus, when we label a group to be unskilled and unaware, we are likely to be correct.
(3) Those unlike us have different experiences and ways of knowing that we probably do not have from our own experiences and ways of thinking. When we judge a group as largely unskilled and unaware, we are very likely to be wrong.

Hypothesis 1 now seems untenable (Nuhfer et al. 2017). While the volume of peer-reviewed literature in the behavioral sciences gives the highest credibility to Hypothesis 2, that literature, especially the literature that employs the graphical conventions created by Kruger and Dunning (1999) and variants of (y-x) versus (x) type graphs, now appear built on faulty numeracy (Nuhfer et al. 2016a and 2017). Data sets that support Hypothesis 2 when using the numerical approaches employed in Kruger and Dunning (1999) will likely support Hypothesis 3 when researchers apply newer numerical approaches to their data.

Because the second hypothesis has persisted since 1999, it has received two decades of support in the peer-reviewed literature and now has a public recognition as “The Dunning-Kruger Effect.” A web search of the term reveals how often people invoke the Effect to label and malign targeted groups. This was observed prominently when we viewed posts generated during the 2016 election. Othering often comes with citations of the Effect (see Dolan 2018 for just one example) as a way to use the credibility of peer-reviewed research to justify maligning a targeted group.

Other peer-reviewed studies have also failed to find evidence that students are unaware of what they do not know and suggest that the typical relationships observed using the Kruger and Dunning convention reflect a constant effect, perhaps an awareness of grading norms (Clayson 2005). Krajc and Ortmann (2008) argue that, based on the highly selective nature of the student body in the initial Kruger and Dunning study, the unskilled-and-unaware problem results from signal extraction differences by those skilled and unskilled. Our study contains participants from a wide spectrum of selectivity, and Nuhfer et al.
(2016a; 2017) traced the problems to numeracy and the collection and analyses of data rather than to any group of participants’ inabilities to self-assess.

Our growing dataset continues to support the contention that people across all demographic groups are generally good at self-assessment. This evidence strongly supports Hypothesis 3. Additionally, this evidence begs us to change our cultural value for individuals’ awareness of their ability from one that marginalizes those with lower competence as being oblivious of their naivety, to one of respect for individuals’ abilities to assess their competence. From this should follow more socially just views and behaviors: value others as a first response, even those with whom we do not identify, listen respectfully to learn why others value their ways of knowing, and resist social pressures to Other.

**Numeracy and Social Justice**

Nowhere are the differences between the reasoning involved in performing computation and that involved in numeracy made more apparent than when dealing with the calculated differences between social groups. Our data illuminates such statistically significant differences. We often confirm a lowered understanding of science as a way of knowing and reduced confidence in understanding when we compare minority groups to the dominant majority group. This confirmation of competency differences may seem uncomfortably like the computations of test score differences between various racial groups in *The Bell Curve* (Herrnstein and Murray 1994), which created a firestorm of controversy. In that case, some abandoned both numeracy and social justice. Instead, they seized on the computed differences as “evidence” to justify labeling specific racial groups as inferior — as less skilled in thinking and, by association, less aware of their inferiority.

Any weaponizing of “The Dunning-Kruger Effect” can be as inexcusable as misuse of the computed differences reported in *The Bell Curve*. We contend that rather than labeling people as “unskilled and unaware of it,” those who would employ such computed differences to justify Othering and maligning others risk exposing themselves as “innumerate and unaware of it.”

Numeracy departs from computing by seeking an understanding of the nature of numbers and what they represent in a study. Such understanding requires gaining information from other ways of knowing before we can understand how to interpret differences and perhaps decide which among several competing hypotheses (Chamberlin 1897) is most reasonable. Here, we seek to understand the complexities contributing to the computed differences we find by employing the way of knowing developed in social justice studies. We begin by valuing the reality of extreme diversity within all single-group categories.

Responses to the demographic questions on the SLCI were not required. However, over 99% of participants voluntarily assigned themselves to the groups...
that we examined under the categories of gender, ethnicity, and sexuality. Each of
the groups contains diversity in both measured competence and privilege. Our
numbers record measures of scores and ratings, not privilege. Every group
contains participants who are wealthy and participants who are homeless. A
champion for social justice who says to a person “you are white, and therefore
you are a high achiever” reveals as much lack of numeracy as the racist who says
“you are black, and therefore you are an at-risk student.” After one perceives a
group as having great variance within it and a group’s privilege as better defined
by probability rather than by a label, one is less likely to make such statements.
Most certainly, the diversity existing within any ethnic group precludes the use of
group membership for making judgments about individuals.

The likelihood that a member of a particular group enjoys privilege is highly
contextual, and there are varying probabilities of enjoying privilege depending on
the groups in which people find themselves. We learned about the distribution of
privilege and penalties within and between groups by learning about our
participants’ socioeconomic conditions.

**Socioeconomic Conditions and Majority and Minority Intersections**

Regarding academic privilege, we find that being a member of a demographic
group determines the probability that one will engage with college either already
advantaged or penalized by socioeconomic conditions. These penalties prove
measurable through their impacts on the understanding of science as a way of
knowing and self-assessed competence of that understanding. Collectively, self-
identifying groups have a remarkably accurate group awareness of their
disadvantage. This observation furthers our belief in the validity of human self-
assessment, and it indicates the depth to which Othering is rooted in the very
fabric of our socio-demographic systems.

Educational systems have historically contributed to Othering, often
unintentionally. For example, K-12 schools largely dismantled tracking, the
practice of assigning students to college-prep, general, or vocational curricula
groups based on early testing, after tracking was recognized as a system designed
for sorting Others into curricula and schools that restricted their social mobility.
In the remainder of the Discussion, we hope to interpret these intersectional
findings in ways that attend to ethics and social justice.

**Socioeconomic Conditions and Binary Gender Intersections**

We find no significant differences in science literacy for male and female
students except when women ($N = 2,979$) significantly outscored men ($N =
1,716$) by 2.8 ppts in the population for whom English was a non-native
language. We attribute this difference to women’s greater ability to utilize a learned (second) language, an interpretation informed by research like that of van der Slik et al. (2015) who find that women outperform men in the mastery of a second language. Their observation further carries a neurological explanation (Burman et al. 2008).

Interestingly, this is an example where internalization of Othering may lead to an advantage. That is, women are associated with “soft skills.” While soft skills have been Othered, we now understand that acquiring soft skills advantages functioning in society (Crawford et al. 2011).

The overconfidence of male respondents and the more accurate but slightly under-confident self-assessment by female respondents is, perhaps, attributable to stereotypes about traditionally gendered abilities (Tindall and Hamil 2004; Wood and Eagly 2012; Perez-Felkner et al. 2017). Bian et al. (2017) show that at the age of 5, boys and girls associate being “really, really smart” with their own gender. However, girls at ages 6 and 7 are significantly less likely to associate being “really, really smart” with their own gender. Bian et al. (2017) dub this tendency of learners to associate high-level cognitive abilities with men the “brilliance = males” stereotype. For men who are internalizing a brilliance stereotype, language mastery, which requires iterative failure, may be less accessible.

Undoubtedly, “Internalization of Otherness,” the propensity “to identify oneself through the eyes of the dominant group in society” (Donovan 2000, 149), is playing a role. Both women and men may internalize the “brilliance = males” stereotype, and this could account for the overconfidence of males versus the slight under-confidence of females seen in our research. However, this study begs us to look even more deeply at how the findings can be applied to the interpretation of our research. Experiencing the three socioeconomic conditions almost always precedes students’ experiencing a college education. Thus, the differences we see in this study may have their origins in childhood.

Six- and 7-year-old girls were likely to select girls as having the best grades. Boys selected boys as having the best grades. This shows a disconnection between girls’ perceptions of boys’ cognitive capability and their perceptions of their actual performance. Girls know that girls are out-scoring boys, but girls still think that boys are smarter. Thus, girls as young as 6 perceive the gap that our research has experimentally shown between boys’ self-assessment (confidence) and their competence. Girls are calling attention to the phenomenon of overconfidence in men.

Bian et al. (2017) also show that girls and boys are equally interested in a game for children who try hard, but girls are less interested in the game for smart children. These authors interpreted this finding as indicating that women would be less likely to select careers associated with brilliance (e.g., physics). This may instead be an indicator of growth versus fixed mindset. Children interested in a
game for children who try hard are indicating a value for challenging themselves and building qualities; children interested in a game for smart children are valuing fixed, existing qualities (Dweck 2002). It is interesting to consider that the overconfidence that we see in men in our study might reveal overconfidence as an effect of fixed mindset.

One might reframe current research and instructional attention from students with moderate under-confidence to concentrate instead on students who demonstrate great overconfidence. Educators recognizing the importance of teaching self-assessment rather than fostering overconfidence use different intervention methods for students with varying levels of confidence to support metacognitive development. McDonald (2009) demonstrates that self-assessment training for males in high school produces improvements in academic achievement compared to untrained students.

**Socioeconomic Conditions and Ethnicity Intersections**

When we examine each ethnicity separately, we recognize that, on average, SLCI scores are lower for all minorities, and their lower group confidence ratings showed that most minority groups are aware of their disadvantage. We also know that socioeconomic conditions that inflict a measurably predictable penalty on test scores and confidence ratings are more prevalent in minority ethnic groups. Yet, we find some unanticipated surprises.

**Hispanic Ethnicity.** The Hispanic ethnicity is the fastest growing minority group in the U.S. Despite significant differences existing in the socioeconomic conditions affecting the Hispanic populaces in the two datasets, no simple explanation accounts for why Hispanics in our National Database significantly outscore those represented in our Paired-Measures Database (Table C-8, Appendix C). Hispanics in every socioeconomic and binary gender category in the National Database outscore those in the corresponding category of the Paired-Measures Database, despite some socioeconomic conditions being stacked unfavorably against those in the larger National Database.

We do know that mean SLCI scores from students grouped by institutions correlate highly with the selectivity of the institutions (Nuhfer et al. 2016b, 150 Fig.4). Thus, it is tempting to explain the differences by claiming that the National Database probably represents more selective schools than the Paired-Measures Database.

We test this claim by seeing if other ethnicities reflect the same pattern of difference (Table C-9, Appendix C), and we refute the claim. The scores of all ethnicities, save one, indicate that the Paired-Measures Database probably draws from more selective schools than does the National Database. That one exception is the population of Hispanic/Chicano(a). Whatever produces the significant difference between the two populations of Hispanics represented in the different
datasets is not explainable by institutional selectivity or the socioeconomic penalties we assessed. We require focused, detailed studies of specific ethnic categories that we cannot provide here before we offer explanations in which we can have confidence.

The numbers we see between the two datasets in the Results section reveal a general, glaring difference: the National Database contains a richer diversity, the Caucasian-white majority is less dominant in the National Database, and the ratio of Hispanics to Caucasians in the National Database is double that of the Paired-Measures Database. The trend revealed is that, as a group’s percentages of a populace grow significantly toward the percentages of the dominant majority, at some point the minority group’s competency test scores also begin to approach those of the dominant majority.

**Pacific Islander Ethnicity.** The self-assessed competency of Pacific Islanders was exceptional among minorities, in that it was as high as the majority Caucasian group. The small number of Pacific Islanders in our study does not offer a sufficient representation to interpret with confidence.

**Middle Eastern Ethnicity.** While Muslims in the United States are diverse, Middle Eastern Arabs and non-Arabs make up the largest percentage of this group. Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Muslims have endured increased stigmatization; students on college campuses who practice Islam have to cope with hostile campuses increasingly fraught with Islamophobia (Ali and Bagheri 2009). Thus, it is not surprising that participants identifying as Middle Eastern might produce unique data in our study. Middle Eastern Ethnicity constitutes: (1) the group that produces the lowest mean score on the SLCI competency measure, (2) the only ethnic group that significantly overestimates its mean competency score, and (3) the only ethnic group in which its women significantly outscore its men. This last finding creates a complex intersection of socioeconomic conditions, ethnicity, and gender.

The socioeconomic query on the SLCI, “Is English your first language?,” nets a wide spectrum of disadvantage. The ease of transition between one language and another is variable depending upon the languages. Languages such as French and Spanish are very similar to English making the timeline to transition between English and these languages or vice versa shorter. However, the transition between a language like Arabic and English is a transition that is considered the most difficult (Foreign Service Institute n.d.).

The Middle Eastern students for whom science literacy is lowest are most disadvantaged by disproportionately being first-generation and non-native English speakers. Nuhfer et al. (2016b), working from a smaller dataset, estimate that the markedly lower SLCI scores for this group seem primarily explained by the Middle Eastern group’s markedly higher proportion of participants working to
become educated within a non-native language. Here, we suggest that the gap in measured competence scores between men and women is a gap that should be expected to increase in magnitude, in accord with the increased difficulty of the language transition. Given the data that we have and what we know from the literature, these explanations may be as far as we can go with an evidence-based interpretation. Beyond this, we offer possible alternate explanations that we cannot test adequately with our present data.

Gender equity varies according to the sources of foreign national students. In some cases, particularly Middle Eastern, where culture privileges men for selection for higher education, it may be that women must undergo a more rigorous process of selection before they are allowed to come to the U.S. for a college education. In such cases, it is also possible that the women who do manage to come to the U.S. bring a greater representation from the upper economic classes, and thus a better preparation for education than do men. In such cases, women’s higher scores on a concept inventory may reflect a marker of privilege.

**Sexual Orientation**

LGBTQ+ students experience a different climate on college campuses than do their heterosexual peers. Harassment, discrimination, and interpersonal violence are disproportionately high (Kosciw et al. 2004; Renn 2017; Snyder et al. 2018) and this negatively impacts persistence in college and health and wellness (Hurtado et al. 2008). Thus, it is paramount that we expand demographic data to encompass this often voiceless Other and remember that the opposite of liberation is absence.

The performance-versus-confidence gap observed for LGBQ-identifying students likely has some explanations that root in the impacts of “Internalization of Otherness.” In this case, LGBQ students may have come to accept themselves as embodying the narrative of the dominant group. The word ‘gay’ has gained a contemporary meaning beyond sexuality, and that meaning is negative. “That’s so gay” now paraphrases “That is so dumb or stupid.” In the 2003 National School Climate Survey, 89.5% of students reported hearing this phrase frequently in school (Kosciw et al. 2004). Undoubtedly this phrase becomes internalized and likely causes LGBQ students to have less general confidence, and this transfers into underestimating their abilities in science literacy. Certain homophobic narratives may compound issues of under-confidence as they represent heterosexual men as the rational or learned, “…the further one can distance oneself from what are seen as feminine characteristics, the more of a real (read heterosexual) man one is.” (Weis 1995, 26).

The significantly higher science literacy of LGBQ students also may root in the “Internalization of Otherness.” Tobias (1976) proposes the ‘Best Little Boy in
the World’ hypothesis stating that those with marginalized sexuality might divert attention from their sexuality through over-achievement in other areas: academics, athletics, prestigious jobs, relationships and so forth. Pachankis and Hatzenbeuhler (2013) substantiates this hypothesis. Moreover, that study shows that objectively measured stigma predicted the extent to which men with non-normative sexualities sought affirmation through competition.

Some argue that Othered groups might be driven to high academic achievement when fueled by the idea of resistance to domination (Pechenkina 2017). The idea of proving the dominant group wrong may be an active driver of achievement. Additionally, we speculate that living with daily stigma may bring a heightened ability to cope with the challenge. This enhanced ability may transcend the academic sphere. It is, however, essential to make the point that this is only possible for Othered groups that have the resources needed to allow resistance through achievement. As none of the LGBQ-identifying students in this study reported English as a learned language, and the majority had parents who went to college and were interested in science, they had advantages that may have provided support and allowed the options for resistance through achievement.

Conclusion

Consistent with our previous work, this study shows that, collectively, groups’ ratings of confidence and competence correlated at highly significant levels and reconfirms that people are surprisingly good judges of their abilities. Numeracy is the basis on which we contradict the bulk of self-assessment literature that claims that people cannot self-assess or that people characteristically maintain wildly overinflated views of their capabilities. Views that devalue people for their believing in themselves encourage Othering.

If we instead adopt the view that learners are adequate self-assessors who, with instruction, could become good self-assessors, we are on track to liberate learners from being perceived as unknowing and unaware of their ignorance. That view, if embraced by educators, takes students from the ‘oppressed’ (Freire 1970) to autonomous individuals who deserve respect. If teachers also work to increase respect for many ways of knowing, then the ways of knowing contributed by minorities can be accepted and valued for the unique perceptions that underlie them and the merit they may add.

Moreover, by showing that this skill of self-assessment is largely maintained over diverse demographics, we hope to compel readers to recognize the capability of all those who have long been Othered. We further this plea by calling attention to several socioeconomic conditions that partially account for the lowered understanding of science as a way of knowing. This turns us away from views that would essentialize differences in performance and provides additional
evidence that access to resources that allow students to become familiar with the language of learning and science as a way of knowing will close gaps in competency scores.

We also acknowledge the limitations of our data. We only consider three socioeconomic conditions. We did not gather data on the socioeconomic status (SES) of the students’ high schools. Hattie (2009) notes that the SES of schools that feed colleges and universities are, in fact, more important than the SES of the individual student. One reason that students may not have interest in majoring in science is that the schools in which many students without privilege find themselves do not offer opportunities for students to develop their awareness that science majors and careers in science are within their capability. Where this occurs, schools act as power structures that, without intent, limit the choices of future college students. Gathering information about the advantage or disadvantage that feeder schools provide to students prior to their attending college should allow even more understanding of socioeconomic disadvantages and their complex intersections.

Our work supports some earlier studies on the positive academic performance impacts of certain pre-college home environments. Educated parents speak the language of schooling in their homes, and they are better prepared to expand their children’s choices and support their positive ambitions (Hattie 2009). Such home environments advantage students in their later academic achievement. Rosenzweig (2001) also finds that participatory, supportive parenting positively impacts student performance, whereas harsh discipline has a negative impact. These impacts are demographically stratified: those of higher socioeconomic status are most positively impacted; Asian and Latinos/as are more positively impacted than white and African American students. This stratification of socioeconomic status seems to parallel our findings of first-generation, non-native English speakers, and not having an interest in science all being associated with lowered mean test scores. Additionally, our data shows the differential impact of these conditions on demographic groups. We show that a few conditions impact all of the ethnic groups but not by equal degrees, and the intersectionalities within and between groups are highly complex. While we have employed the three socioeconomic conditions and several ways of knowing to gain some explanatory power about privilege, we do not make claims about their relative importance to other conditions or factors that we did not measure.

We look to continue this work by examining institutions of varied selectivity and demographic distributions. We hope to gather more responses from our neglected LGBTQ+ communities. Perhaps melding qualitative approaches with this data collection could allow greater understanding of the gap in competence and self-assessed competence seen in this group. Understanding those who self-identify in the ‘other’ category on our forms may require a qualitative study. The
extremely low number of respondents identifying as gender queer, intersex, and transgender may reflect stigma for these identifications. Thus, we hope to continue our data collection and to learn better ways to ask these questions.

This project offers a unique opportunity to employ the conceptual ways of knowing from ethics, numeracy, and social justice. In higher education, the disciplines can be the groups that frequently commit Othering. We authors come from different disciplines and very different backgrounds. What we learned from this study helped us to elevate respect in ways that helped us truly hear one another and to work to give voice to each other. We found it useful to start by articulating the role through which each way of knowing could best contribute and inform the whole. Creating this paper for the theme collection of Numeracy was an exceptional learning experience for us.
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